1. U.S. development officials, however, did not consider its implementation possible. While visiting a farm on the outskirts of Tikrit in 2010, I asked how the farmer could prove his ownership of the land on which we stood. A USAID official deflected my inquiries by invoking the dogeared formula that informal traditions of access to the nearby stream for irrigation operated as a de facto claim to the land. The idea of a written deed recorded with the local government was dismissed as pie in the sky.
2.
Instead of pursuing a workable redevelopment plan that focused on establishing property ownership as a fundamental first step on the road to creating a creditbased economy, the U.S. found itself inventing a makeshift economic development strategy on the fly. Unlike past situations, where Army doctrine anticipated having to rebuild and temporarily administer the governments and economies of defeated nations, U.S. forces deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan had no such remit and no institutional memory of performing these roles, let alone contemporary training in managing such responsibilities. 3. could provide field commanders with an effective strategy to rekindle Iraq's economy. 5. USAID's competency with largescale economic development in post-conflict situations was, unfortunately, nonexistent. 6 . The agency had been created early in 1961 to counter Soviet efforts during the Cold War to draw developing nations into its ideological orbit, including state planning of economies, by funding major infrastructure projects.
7. America's copycat policy, conceived by Walter Rostow, was known as the take-off theory. 8. Ironically, Rostow saw central planning as necessary to the five stages of growth that every modern economy must traverse. 9 . Beginning with subsistence agriculture, any nation's achievement of what Rostow described as a mass consumer economy could be hurried along if a rich nation built the predicate institutions (roads, bridges, electrical grids, hospitals, schools, banking systems, etc.) necessary to achieve "take-off" velocity, his third stage of economic growth. Once some growth had been realized, he argued, a maturation process would enable the nation to transition into the final stage-a growing free market economy that provided modern goods to its citizens. Democracy, Rostow argued, was sure to follow.
After several decades of attempts to make take-off happen, it was clear that USAID didn't know how to cold-start an economy. When confronted with the need for a strategy to restart the Iraqi economy, the agency turned to extramural consultants. The roadmap provided, "Moving the Iraqi Economy from Recovery to Sustainable Growth," rehearsed Rostow's view that formal institutions must be in place for take-off to occur. 10 . Not surprisingly, the plan justified spending enormous sums to build various governmental agencies that mimicked our federal system, institutions thought necessary to support a functioning economy.
11. An Iraqi equivalent of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to regulate nonexistent stock trading is one example, efforts to build local chambers of commerce another.
EXPEDITIONARY ECONOMICS
Notwithstanding its contemporary embrace, Rostow's theory had been suspect for decades. Reality presents a ABOUT THE AUTHORS C Ca ar rl l J J. . S Sc ch hr ra am mm m is a University Professor at Syracuse University. Schramm powerful critique. In more than six decades, USAID could not claim a single example of a modern economy that emerged as a result of its ministrations. 12 . Worse yet, contemporary examples of cold-start economies, unaware of Rostow's required stepwise prescription, were at hand. Modern Singapore, founded in 1965, began as a fishing village with no natural resources, insufficient farm production to feed its population, and virtually no manufacturing. 13 . Fifty years later, what its founder described as "a tiny Chinese island in a large Malay sea" was a flourishing first-world finance and tradecentered economy. 14. A third challenge to Rostow's thesis arose when a group of respected economists proposed a new "cookbook" for development.
Endorsed by the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the U.S. Treasury, it became known as the Washington Consensus.
15.
Again, there is no evidence that the consensus formula-"stabilize, liberalize and privatize"-has ever worked in practice. 16. Expeditionary economics was proposed as a situation-specific approach to economic development to guide action in the wake of wars and catastrophic natural disasters. 17 . This model serves a larger purpose, namely, a more actionable and effective approach to economic development than Rostow's five-stage model, which continues to be the default guide to U.S. government aid.
Central to the theory of expeditionary economics is the notion that indigenous entrepreneurial activity is the key to development. While U.S. foreign policy has adopted the veneer of promoting entrepreneurship, positive results, as measured by newly formed firms that survive five years and create significant numbers of new jobs, are hard to find. There are many reasons that U.S. efforts aimed at forming new firms in developing countries have failed. 18 . Prime among them is that, in most countries where economic development efforts are of particular importance to the U.S., the absence of formally articulated rules that establish property rights for the physical and intellectual assets of existing and new businesses are woefully inadequate or nonexistent. Without them, the risks of starting new firms or reestablishing preexisting ones are so high that it is unlikely that a modern economy can take shape.
RULE OF LAW
As suggested, the foundation of expeditionary economics rests on studies showing that the salient force in development is indigenous innovation that leads to increased levels of entrepreneurial risk-taking. 19 . As American history demonstrates, the nation's early, unprecedented, and unequalled economic success depended on individual inventors and entrepreneurs who created new technologies and, importantly, new business firms. This occurred in a past that to a modern observer would seem chaotic; for one thing, there was virtually no government regulation of market practices or products. In retrospect, it is clear that the transition from a mercantile economy to capitalism is nothing if not messy.
Critical to the success of the early American economy, however, was English common law. While the predictability that a fair and efficient legal system provides has been regarded as necessary to economic growth since the initial observations of Adam Smith, Rostow failed to appreciate the centrality of legal rules to the modern development of commerce. He was not alone; among the Washington Consensus' ten broad policy objectives, the last in order of importance was "legal security for property rights." This phrase was a modern articulation of John Locke's rule of law, which in turn is a restatement of Aristotle's view of law as central to an efficient and virtuous society. The U.S. Constitution explicitly linked the hoped-for success of American democracy to specific, clearly articulated property rights. 20. In attempting to encourage the growth of foreign economies, however, the U.S. commitment to installing the rule of law has been selective. In post-invasion Iraq, for example, establishing the rule of law meant imposing a formal constitution, defining a corpus of criminal law and procedure, and establishing a system of trial and appellate courts. 21 . These efforts were driven in large part by concerns over corruption among Iraqi officials as reconstruction was under way.
Attempts to impose legal standards relating to real property or establish a commercial code, however, never were embraced with enthusiasm. 22 . Development practice, as the opening anecdote illustrates, pays lip service to the importance of formalized systems of land tenure and the need for contract law, even while erecting largely anthropological reasons why they cannot be expected to work.
Thus, the fundamental first element of a modern economy, where credit is based on formalized ownership of land and buildings, is essentially treated as irrelevant. 23 . Further justifying why USAID's plan ignored the importance of constructing Western systems of property registration was the view that existing prewar systems of recording claims to land ownership were so overwhelmingly corrupt that efforts to overcome inbred societal norms would prove fruitless. Titles could be lost, found, or changed with a bribe. The absolute ban on interest in Sharia law further discouraged reformers hoping to establish a system of collateralized credit as a way to kickstart the economy. It is hardly surprising that fewer than 3 percent of homes in Iraq were financed by mortgages. 24 .
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY: A NEW TOOL FOR EXPEDITIONARY ECONOMICS
History is marked by technical innovations that changed everything-the wheel, sailing, bicycles, electricity, telephones, cars, airplanes, television, air conditioning, atomic weapons, the Internet, and cell phones. Readers of these pages know that Blockchain technology has the same potential. By recording specific transactions as a "block" of digitized information, the making and executing of contractual agreements can be instantaneous, irreversible, and immutable, due to being chained together to compose an identical ledger stored on an enormous distributed network of participating computers.
More than any other factor, the absence of incorruptible systems of property rights conceived of in the broadest way (real estate, equity interests in businesses, contractual obligations, judicially determined interests, and intellectual property) has frustrated decades of wellintended efforts to bring about self-sustaining growth in poorer nations. Applied widely as a mandated keystone in a development strategy, Blockchain technology can serve as a foundational element of a free market economy based on honesty and trust, which is critical to indigenous credit-based capital expansion. Many applications can be imagined, some of which are already in experimental use.
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World Bank, as well as multinational corporations making direct investments in developing nations, perhaps the most important contribution of a system of Blockchain records is its ability to greatly reduce corruption. Blockchain ledgers provide traceability of funds and assure their application to the intended uses. The ability of corrupt officials to siphon off government-to-government transfers for their own purposes can be reduced drastically. 25 . One unintended but altogether positive result may be that donor nations' political resistance to foreign aid will decline.
A second valued application relates to enforcing the effectiveness of fledgling governments. As discussed above, the rule of law is the critical first step in establishing a credit-based economy that leads to indigenous wealth creation and growth. Early systems of Blockchainbased property registration already are in use in Brazil, Dubai, and Georgia. They improve the speed of recognizing ownership rights and improve systems for managing escrow funds. In time they will be able to support complex property transactions, including disaggregated ownership, fractional rights, and non-brokered peerto-peer transactions. 26. Once in place, such uses of Blockchain ledgers will hold real promise for encouraging democratic institutions. The technology allows for much more complete and up-to-date census data, not just of citizens but of the numbers and types of firms, of workers by occupation and skills, of students, and of social overhead assets including hospitals and clinics. Elections can of course be legitimated using Blockchain for voter registration and proof of identity, thereby mitigating political disputes that can spill over into civil upheavals that are injurious to economic progress. 27. Social welfare initiatives also could be administered more equitably and efficiently with Blockchain. For example, income-support programs could automatically adjust public contributions to enforce incentives to work. Furthermore, local governments could operate more efficiently by posting municipal needs such as road repairs in an auction market, where bidders could be qualified, monitored (invoice verification that appropriate materials were used), and paid using Blockchain ledgers. Transparency of such transactions would enhance confidence among taxpayers.
Healthcare could also benefit in several ways. Most obvious is that patient records could be securely stored. Diagnostic information aggregated on entire populations would improve the ability to detect epidemics and help control communicable diseases. Moreover, the supply of medicine in developing countries presents risks unknown in the developed world: the World Health Organization estimates that more than 40 percent of medical products in some African countries are substandard or falsified. 28 . Blockchain would enable traceand-track systems of medical products from manufacturer to patient.
Food security has enormous implications for population health as well. Blockchain is widely seen as the solution to providing a precise description of the supply chain for every product. 29 . This would allow processed foods, as well as fruits and vegetables, to be followed backwards from the middle-market negotiators to the producers and, ultimately, to the specific fields they were grown in to ensure safety at every step.
Of course, Blockchain gained its notoriety by supporting the invention of non-government currencies. Bitcoin, the best known, along with many other cryptocurrencies, is used as a medium of exchange on the Internet and is seen by many as an alternative store of wealth, one insulated from the vicissitudes of state-managed monetary policy. This application is useful in situations anticipated by the doctrine of expeditionary economics. In the post-conflict pacification of Iraq, for example, the U.S. established a Commander's Emergency Response Program (CERP) that put enormous sums of cash at the disposal of American troops who used it to fund a wide range of initiatives, including building factories and schools, restoring water and sewage systems, and encouraging entrepreneurs to establish new businesses. 30 . The opportunity for corruption was enormous.
A future post-invasion CERP program might employ a temporary Blockchain-based currency specific to a geography and limited in its life. A forerunner to this idea can be found in the World Food Programme's experiment with Blockchain in Jordon's Azraq refugee camp. Refugees using Blockchain grocery vouchers are identified at the point of sale using retina scanning. 31. Savings of around 90 percent of the administrative costs related to controlling the secondary marketing of relief supplies within the refugee population have been realized as a result.
CONCLUSION
Building post-conflict competency among American military and civilian relief agencies remains a critical need, as the U.S. and its allies continually face challenges that might require eventual reconstruction. America will continue to use foreign aid for humanitarian purposes and to help poorer nations create economies that can improve living standards for their people and sustain growth. The many tasks involved in reconstruction and economic development should be made significantly easier with the development of Blockchain technologies. It is important for the U.S. to develop applications that will promote global welfare. Democracy may be strengthened in the process.
CODA: AN INNOVATION IN EFFICIENT TRUST AND THE NATURE OF THE FIRM
In the future, Blockchain will have an unforeseen impact on development policy by making the formation of new firms a somewhat easier process. Ronald Coase's theory of the firm, for which he won the Nobel Prize, rests on his observation that corporations optimize efficiency by reducing transaction costs through uniform rules that govern bargains within the firm that are implicitly contractual in nature. 32 . Blockchain technology is certain to disturb this paradigm by stretching the boundaries that have traditionally defined the efficient firm, including a firm's capacity to innovate. The prevailing view of how and why firms are formed, what constitutes their optimum size, how firms function within an efficient ecosystem, and their expected longevity, is likely to change dramatically.
Coase's theory one day will be challenged by a perspective that replaces transactional efficiency as a firm's raison d'etre with one that sees a successful firm's advantage in how it extracts value from innovation, that generated within the firm and that acquired from other firms, including startups.
Increased competence at extracting value from innovation will be both caused and enabled by Blockchain technology in two ways. Both reflect the technology's value in creating trust in transactions in disruptive ways. First, Blockchain allows the building of open innovation processes within existing firms. Total transparency within a firm for every contractual relationship will allow greater structural efficiencies to emerge, particularly in large firms with experience in generating innovation internally. One such efficiency is increased knowledge leverage that allows for optimizing the distribution of innovation efforts between central research hubs and related division-level activity. Apple, P&G, J&J, Intel, and Microsoft are currently using Blockchain to improve their innovation productivity by balancing their internal discovery and development processes.
Second, a new kind of trusted collaboration can be realized with the application of Blockchain technology. Blockchain has the potential to expand the conventional concept of open innovation among firms with intellectual property by creating symbiotic potential. The outcome may be leveraged growth using common innovations, a solution that does not require concentrating capital through mergers and acquisitions.
Blockchain already is having disruptive effects in transaction-based industries, including banking and insurance, by allowing control functions such as internal accounting and auditing to be done automatically in real time. Professional service firms (e.g., law, surveying, forecasting) are similarly affected by Blockchain applications that apply rulebased intelligence to recurring fact patterns. Transactional savings will be realized by every firm as decision making becomes increasingly automated by artificial intelligence that is tied to data stored and authenticated in Blockchain ledgers.
Finally, Blockchain has significant potential to assist the startup process in developing countries and is pioneering ways to make the process more efficient and less dangerous in highly developed countries, including the U.S. No country keeps records of innovations that led to startups and what becomes of them.
Blockchain could help create new approaches to complying with first-todiscover and/or first-to-file rules meant to protect newly developed intellectual property, and could provide inventors, entrepreneurs, and investors more security than existing systems. Blockchain startup records could be used by early stage innovators to explore whether their discoveries have already been registered and applied commercially, thus allowing them either to focus on advancing their idea or to move on. The ability of Blockchain technology to routinize and automate "backroom" functions also holds the promise of efficient outsourcing for startups. Apple provides a working example of how innovators can delegate bookkeeping and related functions to its App Store. Finally, a census of new startups that allow third parties to see the thesis of every new firm-its intellectual property and the solutions that it promises to specific customer markets-could greatly improve the efficiency of capital markets for venture funding and improve the process of forming partnerships between startups and established firms.
1. In the aftermath of the Iraq invasion, the U.S. military was unprepared to build a functioning economy, the necessary precedent condition for American troops to withdraw. The U.S. had executed a retributive strike against a nation involved in an act of war against the United States but had not contemplated what would be required in its aftermath. 2. This conversation took place four years after the centrality of instituting the rule of law thesis was declared. 3. Unlike past post-conflict situations, where Army doctrine anticipated having to rebuild and temporarily administer the economies and governments of defeated nations, U.S. forces deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan had no such remit and no institutional memory of performing these roles, let alone contemporary training in often appear to see the promotion of entrepreneurship as an unconnected, separable approach to development. In fact, federal efforts to promote entrepreneurship overseas look very much like misguided domestic efforts. Thus, programming is aimed at youth, particularly college-age populations, despite evidence that the average American is 39 when starting a first business. Similarly, while there is no evidence that business incubators and localized venture funds have any significant impact on the number of new firms starting in failing
